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Abstract

Kirchhoff–Helmholtz (KH) theory is extended to synthesize two-way elastic wave propagation in 3D laterally

heterogeneous, anisotropic media. I have developed and tested numerically a specialized algorithm for the generation of

three-component synthetic seismograms in multi-layered isotropic and transversely isotropic (TI) media with dipping interfaces

and tilted axes of symmetry. This algorithm can be applied to vertical seismic profile (VSP) geometries and works well when

the receiver is located near the reflector interface. It is superior to ray methods in predicting elliptical polarization effects

observed on radial and transverse components. The algorithm is used to study converted-wave propagation for determining

fracture-related shear-wave anisotropy in realistic reservoir models. Results show that all wavefront attributes are strongly

affected by the anisotropy. However, it is necessary to resolve a trade-off between the effects of fractures and formation dip

prior to converted-wave interpretation. These results provide some assurance that the present scheme is sufficiently versatile to

handle shear wave behaviour due to various generalized rays propagating in complex geological models.
D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction interval velocities and anisotropy parameters can be
Using vertical seismic profiles (VSPs), seismolo-

gists can measure elastic properties of rocks that

constrain relationships between rock and fluid prop-

erties. The advantage of VSP geometries compared

with surface surveys is twofold: Firstly, these ge-

ometries can provide optimal illumination of local

target zones (geo-steering); and secondly, reliable
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obtained.

It is now acknowledged that treatment of multi-

component VSP data in terms of acoustic PP wave-

fields may result in false migrated images and

incorrect interpretation (e.g., Dillon et al., 1988).

Despite dramatic improvements in vector data pro-

cessing, understanding the effects of various forms of

3D heterogeneity and anisotropy on shear- and P-

wave data remains important to enhanced VSP imag-

ing and to subsequent structural and lithological

interpretation.

The key to analysis of two-way propagation of

unconverted and converted wave modes observed
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from VSP recordings consists of 3D elastic model-

ling that preserves the vector components of full

waveforms. Although complete waveform synthesis

through numerical or frequency-wavenumber meth-

ods (White, 1982; Tsingas et al., 1990; Kennett et

al., 1990; Mandal and Toksöz, 1990) in general

anisotropic media has been proven to be stable, it

is very time-consuming because a high degree of

numerical precision is required.

Another widely used procedure exploits the As-

ymptotic Ray Theory (ART) for investigating high-

frequency seismic wavefields (Gajewski and Pšen-

čı́k, 1990). The resulting algorithm is very fast and

offers the possibility of modelling individual waves

(reflected, transmitted, converted, upgoing, etc.).

However, ART is the simplest asymptotic method

and has severe limitations, even in smoothly varying

1D isotropic media (Ben-Menahem and Beydoun,

1985).
Fig. 1. Sketch of the KH geometry for VSP modelling indicating the dir

bounded by the surface BV=R0 +R+Rinf, where R denotes the scatterin

joining those two surfaces.
In this paper, I apply a more versatile approach to

predicting the impact of anisotropy and heterogeneity

on the 3D VSP response. The method is based on

numerical evaluation of the elastic Kirchhoff–Helm-

holtz (KH) integral (Druzhinin et al., 1998) com-

bined with ART Green’s tensor computations (Frazer

and Sen, 1985; Schleicher et al., 2001). The outgo-

ing wavefields from each interface are expressed as

surface KH integrals involving the Green’s tensors

for the materials on the two sides with a weighting

function dependent on the incident field. Firstly, rays

are traced from sources and receivers to a scattering

surface. Secondly, the two-way KH formulation

(Wapenaar and Berkhout, 1989) is applied to over-

come near-field singularities in the classical one-way

KH formalism and to extrapolate both upgoing and

downgoing waves. The final specialized KH algo-

rithm differs from that presented in Druzhinin et al.

(1998) and becomes suitable for VSP geometries.
ections of the slowness vectors pS/R =jQs(S/R,Q). A domain V is

g surface, R0 the free surface and Rinf the closing piece at infinity



Fig. 2. Relative effect of HTI parameters on ART Green’s tensor attributes versus depth and offset in a vertical plane of the ‘‘Austin Chalk’’

model. 3D shaded surfaces of (a) traveltime differences, (b) normalized wavefront curvature or anisotropic AVO indicator n(g) and (c) qP-wave

additional component of polarization vector. These surfaces are defined over a rectangular region h� z, where h denotes the source offset and z

the receiver depth (0V hV 4 km and 1V zV 2 km). Surface colour is proportional to surface height.
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The paper is organized as follows. I begin with

the two-way KH modelling equations and their

application to walkaway VSP data. Next, seismo-

gram synthesis is constructed for a point source and

three-component borehole receivers in a 3D layered

transversely isotropic (TI) medium with dipping inter-

faces described in terms of Thomsen’s (1986) param-

eters. I present an illustrative example of the prominent

impact of TI on wavefront attributes needed for ART

Green’s tensor computations. Second, VSP modelling

is introduced so that validation tests can be performed

by comparing the effects of reflector dip and fracture-

induced anisotropy on PS conversions recorded on the

horizontal geophones.
2. Notations

The Einstein summation rule over repeated sub-

scripts is applied throughout this paper. Lowercase

Roman indices i, j, k, etc., take values 1, 2 and 3.

Cartesian components of the vector p are denoted by pk;

3� 3 matrices are denoted either by g or gij; BkuB/Bxk
designates the kth Cartesian component of the gradient

vector jQuB/Br(Q) at the point Q specified by the

position vector r(Q); r (Q,R) =Ar(Q)� r(R)A denotes

the distance between the pointsQ and R. The symbolO

indicates an asymptotic estimate. The time derivative

Bf/Bt is denoted by ḟ.
Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of 3D two-layered model with a rig
3. Theoretical background

Fig. 1 illustrates the basic KH geometry for

walkaway VSP modelling studies. We consider a

region V representing an inhomogeneous and aniso-

tropic medium described by the fourth rank elastic

stiffness tensor C(r) and density q(r). This region is

bounded by the surface BV with outward pointing

unit normal n. The surface BV consists of a free

surface R0 on which the source S is defined, a

scattering surface R located below (or above) the

receiver RaV, and a closing piece Rinf at infinity

joining R0 and R. Following Wapenaar and Berkhout

(1989), we define the two-way free-space Green’s

tensor in the domain V

þ �
gimðQ;RÞ ¼ gimðQ;RÞ þ gimðQ;RÞ; ð1Þ
where gim
+(Q,R) and gim

�(Q,R) are respectively the

causal (or forward propagating) and anti-causal (or

backward propagating) displacement fields in the ith

direction at Q created by a point source force in the

mth direction at R. Now, applying the exact elasto-

dynamic Green’s theorem to the steady-state dis-

placement vector u at R in V and making use of

the elastic radiation conditions on Rinf produces

(Wapenaar and Berkhout, 1989)

umðRÞ ¼ � mPnjðQÞCijklðQÞ½uiðQÞBkglmðQ;RÞ

� gimðQ;RÞBkulðQÞ�dsðQÞ; ð2Þ

where ds denotes an infinitesimal area element and

Bk corresponds to the spatial derivative jQ taken at

a generic point Q on R. Given the decomposition

(1) as well as the values u and jQu at R, it is

possible to calculate the total field inside V from

Eq. (2).

The usefulness of Eq. (2) is restricted to classes of

media for which the Green’s tensor is known. The
source VSP layout.
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zero-order frequency-domain ART approximation

(Schleicher et al., 2001) implies

G ðQ;RÞ¼
X3
g¼1

½GðgÞ
þ ðQ;RÞ þ GðgÞ

� ðQ;RÞ� þ O

�
1

x

�

with terms

G
ðgÞ
F ðQ;RÞ ¼ eðgÞðQÞeðgÞðRÞgðgÞF ðQ;RÞ; ð4Þ

where

g
ðgÞ
F ðQ;RÞ ¼ FAðgÞðQ;RÞexp½FixsðgÞðQ;RÞ�; ð5Þ

x is the angular frequency, e(g)(Q) and e(g)(R) are

the unit polarization vectors corresponding to the ray

path QR at the ray termination points Q and R, and

the signs ‘‘ + ’’ and ‘‘� ’’ correspond to causal and

anti-causal parts of the Green’s tensor. In Eq. (3), the

summation over g is due to the three types of waves

denoted by qP (g = 1), qS1 (g = 2) and qS2 (g = 3).
The plane-wave polarization vector e(g), the ART

amplitude A(g) and the traveltime s(g) can be com-

puted by solving the dynamic ray tracing equations,

as described by Gajewski and Pšenčı́k (1990). Ray

tracing methods are used to construct the phase

surface s(g)(Q,R) = t for which the phase and group

velocities are denoted by V(g) and m(g), respectively.
In VSPs, the receiver R is often located in the

neighbourhood of R, that is, r(Q,R)! 0. In this

case, the amplitude A(g) tends to infinity even though

Eq. (3) is limited.

Similarly, the boundary wavefield

uðQÞ ¼ uþðQÞ � u�ðQÞ ð6Þ

can be expressed as a superposition of upgoing and

downgoing waves

uFðQÞ ¼ FðxÞ
X

l

u
ðlÞ
F ðS;QÞ ð7Þ

with

u
ðlÞ
F ðS;QÞ ¼ eðlÞðS;QÞKðglÞðQÞuðlÞF ðS;QÞ; ð8Þ

where

u
ðlÞ
F ðS;QÞ ¼ AðlÞðS;QÞexp½FixsðlÞðS;QÞ�; ð9Þ

F(x) is the source wavelet, and the summation

over l is due to the several types of incoming

ð3Þ
elementary waves such as direct wave, multiples,

mode-converted waves, etc. Eq. (6) represents a

generalized wavemode expansion based on asymptot-

ically derived amplitude and phase information (Rob-

erts, 1994; Druzhinin et al., 1998). The KH

approximation (Frazer and Sen, 1985) consists of

expressing the outgoing field (Eq. (7)) on R through

the known incident phase s(l)(S,Q) and the amplitude

AF
(l)(S,Q) by means of the plane-wave reflection/

transmission (R/T) coefficient K(gl)(Q) corresponding

to a proper wavemode. The R/T coefficients can be

calculated numerically for general anisotropic media

oriented in any arbitrary direction (e.g., Mandal,

1991).

Substituting Eqs. (3)–(9) into Eq. (2) and using the

well-known high-frequency approximations

jQG
ðgÞ
F ðQ;RÞcFix

X3
g¼1

jQsðgÞðQ;RÞGðgÞ
F ðQ;RÞ

þOð1Þ ð10Þ

and

jQuFðQÞcFixFðxÞ
X

l

jQsðlÞðS;QÞuðlÞ
F ðS;QÞ

þ Oð1Þ; ð11Þ

we obtain the following generalized KH formula

uðRÞc
X2
a;b¼1

X
g;l

uðabglÞðRÞ ð12Þ

with terms

uðabglÞðR;xÞ

¼ �dbixFðxÞ
Z
PfeðgÞðRÞAðglÞðS;Q;RÞ

� exp½ixsðabglÞðS;Q;RÞ�dsðQÞg ð13Þ

or, in the time domain,

uðabglÞðR; tÞ¼�db

Z
PfeðgÞðRÞAðglÞðS;Q;RÞ

�/ðabglÞðS;QÞḟ ½t � sðabglÞðS;Q;RÞ�dsðQÞg;
ð14Þ
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where

/ðabglÞðS;QÞ¼njðQÞCijklðQÞ½ pðgÞk ðQ;RÞeðlÞi ðS;QÞeðgÞl ðQÞ
� dadbp

ðlÞ
k ðS;QÞeðlÞl ðS;QÞeðgÞi ðQÞ�; ð15Þ

sðabglÞðS;Q;RÞ ¼ das
ðgÞðQ;RÞ þ dbs

ðlÞðS;QÞ; ð16Þ

AðglÞðS;Q;RÞ ¼ AðgÞðQ;RÞAðlÞðS;QÞKðglÞðQÞ; ð17Þ

ḟ ðtÞ ¼ 1

2p

Z þl

�l
ixFðxÞexpð�ixtÞdx; ð18Þ

pk
(g)(Q,R) =Bks

(g)(Q,R) and pk
(l)(S,Q) =Bks

(l)(S,Q)

are the components of the slowness vectors shown in

Fig. 1, and da,b =F 1. In the above equations, we need

to evaluate all local ray quantities using dynamic ray

tracing equations (Gajewski and Pšenčı́k, 1990) and

plane-wave equations (Mandal and Toksöz, 1990;
Fig. 4. 3C KH synthetic VSP responses corresponding to a single offse

reflections from a single (a) horizontal or (b) dipping interface between tw
Mandal, 1991). The numerical solutions to these

equations are well defined and have been studied in

many previous papers.

Eq. (12) is the two-way extension of the general-

ized KH integral formula derived by Druzhinin et al.

(1998). In addition to the properties of a single

specular ray, it allows for elastic scattering, diffrac-

tion, near-field wave trains, frequency-dependent el-

liptical polarization, and other finite-frequency ‘‘non-

geometrical’’ effects. See Frazer and Sen (1985) for

detail.

Eq. (12) is completely coordinate-free and is suit-

able for both constant-offset and walkaway VSP

geometries. In a typical walkaway (reverse) VSP

survey, the source (receiver) moves along the survey

line, and observations are made with stationary down-

hole geophones (sources). The two configurations are

linked by the reciprocity principle (Mittet and Hok-

stad, 1995).
t source in Fig. 3: qP–qP (g= l= 1) and qP–qS (l= 1 and g= 3)
o isotropic homogeneous media.



Fig. 4 (continiued).
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The R/T operator theory (Kennett et al., 1990)

treats Eq. (12) as the decomposition of a total wave-

field into a set of elementary contributions

corresponding to all possible up- and downgoing

waves. This bears a formal resemblance to the ART

decomposition of a wavefield into a set of specular ray

contributions within the framework of the stationary

phase principle (Schleicher et al., 2001). Hence, the

full suite of qP- and qS-wave interactions can be

determined by compounding the R/T operators (Eq.

(13) and (14)). Each of those operators is understood

as a constructive interference of Huygens’ secondary

waves that emanate from the integration interface R.
Their energy is distributed along the phase surface

(Eq. (16)). Their amplitude is proportional to the

factor (Eq. (17)). These waves have the property that

their direction of polarization corresponds to the unit

plane-wave polarization vector, e(g)(R). In Eq. (14),

wave mode decoupling is achieved asymptotically

through the use of the elastic obliquity factor (Eq.
(15)) that enhances highly polarized portions of the

signal during wavefield extrapolation.
4. Numerical examples

Even though the formalism above could be used

for any symmetry, it is now specialized to the partic-

ular problem of elastic wave propagation in typical

anisotropic media with horizontal and dipping reflec-

tors. Since evidence for widespread occurrence of TI

in seismic exploration is increasing, the TI model is

the only one considered here. The ultimate goal of

numerical experiments is to study the dependence of

seismic traveltimes and amplitudes on the anisotropy

parameters, reflector dip and orientation of the sym-

metry axis. This modelling study may have implica-

tions in anisotropic VSP data processing for fracture

detection (Sayers, 1997; Leaney et al., 1999) and

structural imaging in complex areas (Tsvankin, 1997).
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4.1. Single layer

Consider the ‘‘Austin Chalk’’ model described by

White (1982). The density-normalized elastic param-

A. Druzhinin / Journal of App232
Fig. 5. KH (blue/dark curve) versus ART (red/light curve) synthetic seismog

their corresponding maximum amplitude (MA) values. Differences betwee
eters of the corresponding horizontal TI (HTI) model

are as follows: C1111 = 6.36, C3333 = 10.0, C1133 = 5.45,

C2323 = 1.41 and C1212 = 1.1 [values in (km/s)2]. We

study a body wave (Eq. (5)) of type g = 1,3 for which
rams corresponding to the example in Fig. 4. Traces are normalized to

n linear (ART) and non-linear elliptical (KH) polarizations are seen.
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the perpendicular to the phase surface s(g)(Q,R) = t
makes an angle h with the z-axis. To quantify the

effects of TI parameters on wavefront attributes im-

plicit in Eq. (4), I compute the residual moveout

Ds(g)(x,z) = dA1/m(g)� 1/m0
(g)A, the normalized radius

of wavefront curvature n(g)(x,z)=(V(g) +Bh
2V(g))/m(g) re-

lated to the amplitude A(g)(Q,R) (Tsvankin, 1995a),

and the scalar product 1(g)(x,z)=(e(g)(Q)�e?(g)(Q), as

illustrated in Fig. 2. Here, d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ z2

p
denotes the

source–receiver distance r(S,R) (x is the offset and z is

the depth), m0
(g) the isotropic velocity (m0

(1) = 3.162 km/s

and m0
(3) = 1.187 km/s), and e?

(g) the perpendicular to

the isotropic polarization vector e0
(g) in the vertical

plane. Fig. 2a compares estimated direct traveltimes in

HTI and isotropic models. It is seen that the aniso-

tropic and isotropic traveltimes differ significantly

(greater than 10%) as x/zz 1. Fig. 2b and c illustrate
Fig. 6. Same as in Fig. 4, but for reflections from a single (a) horizontal or (

tilted axis of symmetry (top layer) and a vertical axis of symmetry (botto
the impact of anisotropy on amplitudes and polar-

izations. In the isotropic limit, we have n(g) = 1 and

1(g) = 0. Clearly, anisotropic parameters contribute to

the overall Green’s tensor amplitude response. The

anisotropy effect is most prominent for g = 3. This
example supports the numerical results of White

(1982) and Tsvankin (1995a).

4.2. Dipping interface

Eq. (12) may be used to simulate the 3D VSP

response for a single planar horizontal or dipping

reflector (Fig. 3). In our example, the source offset

distance is held constant at 0.35 km. The receiver

array consists of 50 three-component geophones with

a minimum depth of 1 km and group interval of 0.02

km. The reflector is located in the middle of the
b) dipping interface between two TI homogeneous half-spaces with a

m half-space).



Fig. 6 (continiued).
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receiver array (z = 1.5 km). It is specified by the

strike angle U and the dip angle D corresponding to

the reflector inclination in the vertical plane y = 0 and

in the y-direction, respectively (Fig. 3). For a dipping

reflector, we choose U = 20 and D = 5 degrees. The

upper and lower half-spaces 1 and 2 may be isotro-

pic or TI with a tilted axis of symmetry. The

isotropic and Thomsen’s (1986) parameters are

q = 2.2 g/cm3, Vp1 = 3.162 km/s, Vs1 = 1.187 km/s,

e1 = 0.28, d10.22, c1 = 0.14, q2 = 2.6 g/cm3, Vp2 = 3.96

km/s, Vs2 = 2.42 km/s, e2 = 0.29, d2 =� 0.09 and

c2 = 0.42 (Vernik and Liu, 1997). The TI axis of

symmetry is defined via the Euler angles u, h, and w
corresponding to rotations around the x-, y- and

z-axes, respectively. For the upper and lower half-

spaces, these angles are u1 = 10j, h1 = 40j, w1 = 20j,
u220, h2 = 50j and w2 = 10j. Figs. 4–6 are the 3C

elastic KH synthetic VSP responses represented by

the x-, y-, and z-components of motion in the above
two-layered model. The source is an explosion, and

the source time function is

f ðtÞ ¼ exp½�ð2pf =bÞ2�cosð2pftÞ ð19Þ

with the parameters f= 10 Hz (dominant frequency)

and b = 4 (wavelet envelope factor). The behaviour

of upgoing and downgoing waves in the isotropic

case is summarized in Fig. 4. Inspection of qP–qP

(g = l = 1) and qP–qS (l = 1 and g = 3) reflections

from a horizontal interface (Fig. 4a) and a dipping

interface (Fig. 4b) shows that reflector dip gives

rise to distinct PS mode conversions recorded in

the y-component. This example demonstrates the

need for migrating converted-wave reflection events

that return from dipping interfaces to their correct

vertical location. Fig. 5 portrays KH synthetics

(blue/dark line) against ART synthetics (red/light

line) corresponding to the example in Fig. 4b.
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Traces are normalized to their corresponding max-

imum amplitude values. It is clear from Fig. 5 that

the ART waveforms and the waveform calculated

by the KH algorithm agree very well. A discrep-

ancy in the y-component arises because the high-

frequency ART approximation overestimates the

additional component (Fig. 2c) by ignoring the

finite-frequency effect of elliptical polarization pre-

dicted by the KH theory. Figs. 4 and 6 show the

difference between isotropic and anisotropic

responses in the presence of 3D dip. The profound

differences between the dip dependence of elastic

waveforms for isotropy, vertical transverse isotropy

and TI media with a tilted axis of symmetry

(Tsvankin, 1997) mean that conventional isotropic

VSP–CDP transformations cannot be applied to

many anisotropic models. On the whole, the effect

of TI anisotropy on shear waves is not subtle. This
Fig. 7. Vertical P- and S-wave velocities and density derived from log data

shows the near-offset marine VSP acquisition used for modelling of shea
is consistent with the predictions in Fig. 2 and

numerical studies of the effect of anisotropy on

converted-wave reflection traveltimes (Tsvankin,

1995a,b, 1997). Hence, if the intent of a VSP

survey is to estimate the amount of anisotropy

and the axis orientation, then it is necessary to

resolve a trade-off between the effects of fractures

and formation dip prior to PS anisotropic inversion.

In doing so, it is reasonable to include anisotropic

moveout from dipping reflectors in the VSP pro-

cessing procedure using the generalized DMO

equations of Tsvankin (1995b, 1997). As with the

P-wave traveltime inversion in TI multi-layered

media with plane non-horizontal interfaces (Sayers,

1997; Leaney et al., 1999), the generalized DMO

analysis should be applied to both wide-aperture

walkaway VSP profiles and multi-azimuthal VSP

surveys acquired through TI dipping layers.
in the Southern North Sea (courtesy of ConocoPhillips). Right panel

r-wave conversions with a minimum receiver depth of 1.768 km.



Fig. 8. Comparison between (a) observed data merged with schematic vertical section of the target (courtesy of ConocoPhillips) and (b)

synthetic near-offset VSP data as numbered graphic plots of seismic traces. A shear-wave flip (polarization change) at the top of reservoir (traces

7–9) is observed. The area of interest is enclosed by the dashed rectangular. The bottom of the reservoir (traces 12–14) was not included in the

numerical model represented by plane dipping interfaces between layers 1 and 4.
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4.3. Zechstein model

Another modelling example deals with the near-

offset configuration to image fractures within the

Zechstein formation at a well in the Camelot fields

(Southern North Sea). The background structure for

this modelling is based on P- and S-wave velocities

determined from DSI and density logs (Fig. 7). The

target within the Zechstein is a slightly tilted block,

with the overburden and the top of the reservoir

appearing fairly flat. The modelled fracture orienta-

tion is perpendicular to that in the overburden. The

task is to simulate reliable shear-wave conversions

measured by the horizontal geophones (Fig. 8a).

Such events can be interpreted to determine shear-

wave anisotropy.

The background isotropic model comprises four

slightly dipping interfaces (D = 11j) above the target

(Fig. 7). The depth of the target interface (top of

reservoir) is 1.806 km, the dip angle is D = 15j, and
the strike angle is U = 20j. The HTI parameters below

this interface are e = 0.013, d =� 0.1371, and

c = 0.1936. The velocity model in Fig. 7 was used

for KH modelling of upgoing and downgoing PP and

PS waves with suppressed multiples. To exclude

oscillations arising from the ghost and water-column

multiples, a signature deconvolution was carried out

on the observed data in conjunction with band-pass

filtering. Other multiples are less significant and thus

should not obscure our interpretation.

Both observed and synthetic data in Fig. 8 display a

distinctive suite of PS conversions distributed on the

horizontal components. Downgoing waves (events

labelled by I and H) are PS conversions, the first

originating at 0.5 km within the Spilsby sandstone

formation. The second conversion occurs at the sea-

bed. They arise due to a few degrees of the conversion-

point horizon dip D. The reflected event G is generated

from the bottom of the Hauptdolomit, with a polari-

zation intermediate to the radial and transverse direc-

tions, and a traveltime close to the first arrival F.

Thus, the evidence from Fig. 8 confirms that the

Zechstein sequence creates a distinctive multicompo-

nent signature involving PS reflected and transmitted

waves. This signature is most sensitive to minor

changes both in dip of the geological strata and in

fracture orientation. The modelling agrees with the

known fracture orientation of SSE. Other complexities
of the shear-wave splitting analysis have been de-

scribed elsewhere (Mandal and Toksöz, 1990).
5. Conclusions

Explicit expressions have been derived for two-way

elastic KH wavefield extrapolation in 3D heteroge-

neous, anisotropic media and considered in the context

of various VSP configurations. Accuracy tests and

applications to near-offset VSPs have demonstrated

that the present method gives the correct response

when the receiver is located near the target reflector.

The method is superior to the ART approximation for

modelling finite-frequency elliptical polarization

effects. Examples showed that anisotropy could alter

the wavefield significantly. Even though all of our

results are asymptotic, the realistic VSP wavefield in

multi-layered anisotropic media can be computed.
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